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Experimentally accessible temperatures

What is already possible in ultracold “chemistry”?
• Take two gas-phase atoms (like or unlike) and combine them
into a ground-state diatomic molecule:
A + B (free atoms) -> AB (ground-state molecule)
This can be done:
• with full control of all degrees of freedom (for single
quantum states of both the atoms and the molecule)
• on an entire sample of atoms / molecules at once
• maintaining full quantum coherence
• This is chemical bond formation.
We can not yet do it starting from molecules,
and for only a very few choices of atoms
(just alkali metals so far),
but the possibility is quantum-controlled molecular assembly

How does it work? 3-stage process:
1.

Cool and trap atoms below 1 μK
Laser cooling followed by evaporative cooling
Now fairly routine for Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ca, Sr, Cr, Yb…
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Cool and trap atoms below 1 μK
Laser cooling followed by evaporative cooling
Now fairly routine for Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ca, Sr, Cr, Yb…
Convert atoms to very weakly bound molecules by tuning
a magnetic field across a Feshbach resonance
Transfer molecules to
low-lying state by STIRAP
(Stimulated Raman
Adiabatic Passage)

Primer on the alkali metal dimers
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

It is important to understand the energy level scales involved.
Take Cs2 as an example.
Two ground-state (2S) Cs atoms can come together to form singlet or
triplet Cs2.
Singlet Cs2 is bound by about 3000 cm-1 or about 100 THz,
triplet Cs2 by much less.
Cs atom has nuclear spin with I=7/2: combined with S=1/2 gives 2
atomic levels with F=I±S = 3 and 4: “hyperfine” splitting is about 9 GHz
Chemists usually ignore hyperfine splittings because they are very small
compared to kT (at 300 K, kT = 6 THz).
But at 1 μK, kT = 20 kHz:
hyperfine splittings are large.
For Cs2 there are 3 atomic
thresholds (F1+F2=3+3, 3+4, 4+4)
The states in the top few GHz
(10-4 of well depth)
are strong singlet/triplet
mixtures dominated by one
of the hyperfine components.

Effects of magnetic field
•In ultracold molecule studies, tuning with magnetic fields B is crucial
•Easily applied fields are up to a few hundred Gauss (1 G = 10-4 T)
•This splits and shifts levels by a few hundred MHz, giving a complicated pattern of
levels just below dissociation (“atomic threshold”)

•10 MHz is 1 part in 107 of singlet well depth
•Many avoided crossings between levels
•The most interesting levels are those that cross threshold as a function of B:
crossings between atomic
and molecular states
•A Feshbach resonance
(pole in scattering length, ±∞)
occurs at each field where
a bound state crosses threshold
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•10 MHz is 1 part in 107 of singlet well depth
•Many avoided crossings between levels
•The most interesting levels are those that cross threshold as a function of B:
crossings between atomic
and molecular states
•A Feshbach resonance
(pole in scattering length, ±∞)
occurs at each field where
a bound state crosses threshold
•Usually detected by increase
in 3-body loss rate at resonance
[all the loss peaks correspond to resonances,
but some poles are too narrow to see here.]

Crossings between bound (molecular) and
continuum (atomic) levels are really avoided too

•

Can tune directly from atomic state
(separated atoms) to molecular state by sweeping the
magnetic field slowly over the crossing

•

First experimental signatures of molecule formation seen in
Carl Wieman’s group (Boulder, Colorado) in 2002

Molecules produced from atomic BECs by field sweeps 2003-4

• Cs2

• Rb2

•Garching: PRL 92, 020406 (2004)

•Innsbruck: Science 301, 1510 (2003)

• Na2

•MIT: PRL 91, 210402 (2003)

We really want to form and manipulate polar molecules
• Dipolar quantum gases are predicted to show novel
properties (due to long-range interactions, etc.)
• Applications in quantum simulation and
possibly quantum information processing
• Magnetoassociation followed by STIRAP works for KRb too
•
•
•

KRb molecules produced at Feshbach
resonance (bound by 300 kHz)
Feshbach molecules have no
significant electric dipole
even if homonuclear
Transferred directly to ground
rovibronic state by 2-photon STIRAP;
ground state has useful dipole

Ni et al. (Boulder), Science 322, 231 (2008)

Problem: KRb can undergo exothermic reaction
•
•
•
•
•

KRb + KRb -> K2 + Rb2 releases about 10 cm-1 (15 K) of energy, so can cause
trap loss
Reaction is chemically barrierless, so might be expected to be very fast
Saving grace is that 40K87Rb molecules are fermions, so that L=0 collisions are
not allowed when the two molecules are in the same state.
L=1 centrifugal barrier is 24 μK and molecules are formed at 200 to 900 nK so
reaction is slow (molecules last up to 10 s at 250 nK)
But in a mixture of hyperfine states, L=0 collisions are allowed and the
molecules are destroyed must faster (factor of 50-100)
Ospelkaus et al. (Boulder), Science 327, 5967 (2010)

Are there heteronuclear dimers that cannot react?
• Two basic possibilities:
AB + AB -> A2 + B2
(1)
AB + AB -> A2B + B or B2A + A
(2)
• The binding energies for all the singlet alkali dimers
(except LiRb) are accurately known from high-resolution
spectroscopy. The energy change for (1) may be calculated

• There are small corrections for changes in zero-point
energy (easily calculated for specific isotopologues)
but they do not change the signs
• NaK, NaRb, NaCs, KCs and RbCs are stable to reaction (1)
• We have also shown that all the alkali dimers are stable to
reaction (2) [trimer formation]

Current project (expts in Innsbruck cold atoms group, Nägerl/Grimm):
Form ultracold 87RbCs (stable to bimolecular reactions)
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Current project (expts in Innsbruck cold atoms group, Nägerl/Grimm):
Form ultracold 87RbCs (stable to bimolecular reactions)
• Innsbruck group have found over 20 Feshbach resonances
• We have developed a potential model that fits the resonances and
predicts the pattern of bound states
• Innsbruck group has formed molecules at 2 resonances and measured
bound-state energies (initially predicted, now included in fit)

• Level pattern (and magnetic moments) are crucial to controlling the
molecular cloud and separating it from the remaining atoms

This is another example of coherent bond formation: Rb + Cs -> RbCs

•-C6/R6

•RbCs
•1550 nm

•STIRAP
•980 nm

•-C6/R6

•W.C. Stwalley, Eur. Phys. J. D 31, 221 (2004)

The first STIRAP signals to the ground
state have now been seen
The efficiency of the molecule formation
step is still poor (10%):
Hope to increase it by doing the
magnetoassocion in an optical lattice

We are on the brink of forming the
first quantum gas of stable
nonreactive polar molecules
85RbCs

experiments in Durham
(Simon Cornish) are also very promising:
85Rb and Cs clouds much easier to overlap
•

Slide from Tetsu Takekoshi,
Innsbruck

Can this be extended to more “chemical“ molecules?
Laser-cooling is very hard for molecules (but a talk about that in 1 hour!).
But there are several “direct cooling” methods capable of producing
molecules well below 1 K: ND3, NH, OH, CH3F, etc. etc.
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The challenge
Molecules such as ND3, OH (2Π), NH (3Σ-)
(and maybe soon H2O, CH3F and a few others)
can be cooled to 10-100 mK, but no lower
• We need a second-stage cooling method to get them
to 1 mK and then 1 μK:
•

•
•

Sympathetic cooling with alkalis / alkaline earths
or (our preferred proposal) ultracold H atoms?
Laser cooling? (DeMille, Hinds/Tarbutt…)
Evaporative cooling? (Jun Ye)

Basic physics of thermalisation
•
•
•
•
•

Elastic collisions exchange kinetic energy: required for thermalisation
Cold molecules are usually trapped by static electric or magnetic fields
Trapped states are low-field-seeking and are never the lowest
Inelastic (relaxation) collisions release kinetic energy => trap loss
We need a large elastic:inelastic ratio (>100?)

Levels of NH (3Σ) n=0, s=1 in a magnetic field

Theoretical approach
We do close-coupling calculations of spin-changing collisions in a magnetic field B.
Usually have multiple potential energy surfaces
Include spin-orbit, spin-rotation, spin-spin couplings; sometimes hyperfine too
In an external field, total angular momentum is not conserved.
E.g with angular momenta N, S, I, L, only Mtot = MN+MS+MI+ML is conserved.
This makes the calculations quite expensive even for atom+diatom!
We have explored many combinations of atoms (Li, Rb, N) with molecules (NH, OH, NH3).
For molecules colliding with anything but He (which can only be cooled to 500 mK),
potential anisotropy is usually strong => fast inelastic collisions

But the inelastic collisions that matter usually change MF = MN+MS+MI
To conserve Mtot, ML must change to compensate
This requires L>0, so inelastic collisions are suppressed by centrifugal barriers
in the outgoing channel (at low collision energies and low fields)

Bottom line: For molecules, sympathetic cooling will usually work only for collisions that are
below the L=2 centrifugal barrier in the outgoing channel
Problem:
Even for Li and Mg, barrier heights are only a few mK

Best case found for cooling by a laser-coolable atom is NH(3Σ) with Mg
The key quantity is the ratio of elastic
to inelastic cross sections

Yellow area (ratio >100) is good for
cooling

Inelastic, s-wave and full (blue)

Red line shows maximum field sampled
by a molecule in a magnetic quadrupole
trap at temperature T
(field corresponding to E=6kBT)
Trapped molecules will be below red line
Sympathetic cooling can start from
about 10 mK and losses decrease as
temperature falls
But 10 mK is not yet achievable for NH

The ultimate light atom is hydrogen
• Barrier heights depend on reduced mass (as μ-3/2 C6-1/2)
Centrifugal barrier for molecule + H atom is 0.4 K even for L=1
• H atoms can be cooled to 50 μK at very high densities (Amsterdam/MIT
BEC work 1980s-90s: evaporative cooling, not laser cooling)
• H+molecule potential energy surfaces (for spin-polarized interactions)
are weakly anisotropic (tens of cm-1).
• H + NH(3Σ): CCSD(T)
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Collision calculations on H + NH (no hyperfine)
• The usual threshold behaviour:
• Elastic cross section independent of energy and field up to 0.5 K
• S-wave inelastic cross section proportional to E-1/2 at low energy,
with d-wave resonance in incoming and outgoing channels near 1 K
• P-wave starts to contribute to inelasticity above 10 mK
• Even at the peak of the resonance near 1 K, the ratio of elastic to
inelastic cross sections does not drop below 100.
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• The usual threshold behaviour:
• Elastic cross section independent of energy and field up to 0.5 K
• S-wave inelastic cross section proportional to E-1/2 at low energy,
with d-wave resonance in incoming and outgoing channels near 1 K
• P-wave starts to contribute to inelasticity above 10 mK
• Even at the peak of the resonance near 1 K, the ratio of elastic to
inelastic cross sections does not drop below 100.
• Contour plot of
elastic:inelastic ratio shows
sympathetic cooling is viable
from quite high temperatures
(1 K or even higher).

H + OH and H + F are predicted to work too

H + OH(e) from about 100 mK

H + F from about 500 mK,
with hyperfine and deep singlet
state fully included.

The big picture
•
•
•
•

•

•

Can already convert an entire sample of alkali metal atoms
coherently into ground-state molecules
Complete control of final state (down to hyperfine level)
Bond formation is chemistry by anyone’s standard:
this is coherent control of a bimolecular reaction
At present we are limited to a small range of
(alkali-metal) atoms, but there are good prospects of
cooling a range of “chemically relevant” molecules to the
same regime:
We believe that the key is

cooling with ultracold hydrogen atoms
The prospect is coherently controlled ultracold chemistry
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